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Delphi (/?d?lfa?, ?d?lfi/; Greek: ?????? [ðel?fi]), in legend previously called Pytho (????), was an ancient
sacred precinct and the seat of Pythia, the...
88 KB (10,805 words) - 19:14, 25 February 2024 Delco Chassis became Delphi Chassis Systems; Inland
Fisher-Guide became Delphi Interior and Lighting Systems; Saginaw became Delphi Saginaw Steering
Systems;...
20 KB (1,783 words) - 02:42, 25 February 2024 part of the Panhellenic religious sanctuary located in Central
Greece at Delphi. The temple and sanctuary at large were dedicated to one of the major Greek...
37 KB (4,843 words) - 00:06, 22 February 2024 priestess of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi. She specifically
served as its oracle and was known as the Oracle of Delphi. Her title was also historically...
59 KB (8,153 words) - 00:15, 17 February 2024 Apollo at Delphi. There are more than 500 supposed
oracular statements which have survived from various sources referring to the oracle at Delphi. Many are...
28 KB (4,077 words) - 23:42, 15 December 2023 The Wideband Delphi estimation method is a consensus-
based technique for estimating effort. It derives from the Delphi method which was developed in the...
5 KB (657 words) - 00:06, 9 July 2023 films. On March 7, 1996, TV Guide launched the iGuide, originally
developed by the News Corporation-MCI joint venture Delphi Internet Service Corp. as a...
80 KB (9,278 words) - 01:25, 29 February 2024 Delphi Forums is a U.S. online service provider and since
the mid-1990s has been a community internet forum site. It started as a nationwide dialup service...
10 KB (1,158 words) - 15:51, 6 March 2024 Editor (July 21, 2018). "pomegranate in Ancient & Modern
Greece". theDelphiGuide.com. {{cite web}}: |author= has generic name (help) Weissman, Cale (December...
7 KB (820 words) - 18:11, 25 February 2024 Guide Covering Borland Delphi 6-7 Delphi Basics, Resource of
Delphi project source codes. Delphi-Help - ?????? ?????? ???????????? ?? Delphi Delphi Programming...
27 KB (2,806 words) - 06:13, 2 March 2024 in Greek-influenced Etruscan mythology as Apulu. As the
patron deity of Delphi (Apollo Pythios), Apollo is an oracular god—the prophetic deity of the Delphic...
220 KB (25,276 words) - 20:56, 11 March 2024 Embarcadero Delphi is composed of an IDE, set of standard
libraries, and a Pascal-based language commonly called either Object Pascal, Delphi Pascal, or...
13 KB (1,050 words) - 13:22, 24 April 2023 important oracles of Greek antiquity were Pythia (priestess to
Apollo at Delphi), and the oracle of Dione and Zeus at Dodona in Epirus. Other oracles of...
29 KB (3,585 words) - 20:31, 22 February 2024 chryselephantine statues of Apollo, Artemis and Leto
occupy a hall in the Delphi Archaeological Museum looking rather like a treasury. They constitute
excellent...
3 KB (424 words) - 21:14, 17 February 2024 The Dancers of Delphi, also known as the Acanthus Column,
are three figures in high relief on top of an acanthus column found near the sanctuary of Pythian...
11 KB (1,395 words) - 21:20, 17 February 2024 Delphi is an unincorporated community in Thurston County,
in the U.S. state of Washington. The community is located approximately west of Tumwater and...
3 KB (150 words) - 09:20, 13 January 2023 Delphi Archaeological museum (Greek: ???????????? ???????
??????) is one of the principal museums of Greece and one of the most visited. It is operated...
29 KB (3,606 words) - 17:54, 7 March 2024 who may be the real thief, after hearing a prophecy from an
Oracle of Delphi at Camp Half-Blood. Percy, Grover, and Annabeth Chase, a daughter of Athena...
49 KB (5,624 words) - 18:22, 14 March 2024 Macintosh machines) and Borland in the late 1980s and later
developed into Delphi on the Microsoft Windows platform. Extensions to the Pascal concepts led...
65 KB (8,089 words) - 08:02, 14 February 2024 Make.wordpress.org. 17 July 2012. Retrieved 20 July 2018.
"Delphi's Object Pascal Style Guide - White Space Usage". Retrieved 13 December 2022. "F# code...
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